
LUCKY SHARK
Place a bait on our lucky fish. 
Amatic is adding another big fish to their Shark collection. This 5x3 game is played with 25 fixed paylines and is filled 
with thrilling and fin-tastic features like WILD Symbols, BonusSpins plus a CASH SPIN Feature. You’ll fall hook, line and 
sinker for this colourful and animated game.  
The Anchor is our BONUS symbol and if you get 3, 4 or 5 of these on any position players are rewarded with up to 10 
BonusSpins. Our lucky and also WILD symbol is the Shark, substituting all except the BONUS and PEARL symbols.  
6 or more PEARL symbols in the main game, on any position triggers the CASH SPIN feature. The CASH SPINs can also 
be triggered if the BIG PEARL symbol lands on reel 2 in the bonus game. 
When the feature is triggered 3 spins are awarded to get you started, each of the reel positions spinning independently. 
If 1 or more PEARL symbols lands on a feature spin the spins resets to 3 and the cash streak continues. The feature only 
ends when no more spins remain, or all positions are filled with PEARL symbols. Ka-ching – on the PEARL symbols you’ll 
find different multipliers of up to 20x, making the game even more thrilling.
The GRAND JACKPOT, the highest reward, is won when 15 PEARL symbols are collected at the end of the CashSpins 
feature in the main game or if 7 PEARL symbols are collected from bonus game. 
Nothing fishy about this game!  Join us in our search for the rare and exotic PEARL of this game and be richly rewarded.

· Game ID: luckyshark
· Layout: 5x3
· Lines/Ways: 25 Winlines
· Aspect Ratio: 16:9

LAYOUT / INFO
· Bonusspins with Big Symbols
· Stacked Wild Symbols
· Cashspin Feature

FEATURES
· .com RTP: 97,08%
· Hitrate: HIGH
· Volatility: MEDIUM
· Max Win: 2500 x total bet

HITRATE / VOLATILITY


